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EXPLORING CASE HISTORIES: CHOCOLATETOWN PA
Matthew Mauldon
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg VA 24060 USA

Kristin Brennan
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg VA 24060 USA

ABSTRACT
Case histories are invaluable components of civil engineering education in general and geotechnical engineering education in
particular. They provide real world context for engineering methodologies studied in class, and serve as vehicles for discussing
ancillary issues related to cost, communication, logistics, and many other factors. As commonly used in university courses, however,
students encounter case histories as observers, and often on a fairly superficial level. Learning of concepts and methods, on the other
hand, best takes place through active learning rather than through passive observation. To maximize their effectiveness as teaching
tools, many case histories can be cast in a form that makes them suitable for active, hand-on learning. This paper gives an example of
a case study teaching unit developed for an undergraduate geotechnical engineering course at Virginia Tech. The example explains
how operations of the Hershey Chocolate corporation in Hershey PA were impacted by groundwater pumping from an underground
mine about one and a half miles from the Hershey plant. In-line questions invite students to explore the case study. The learning
objectives are centered on understanding interactions of geology, groundwater and anthropogenic influences, and are aimed at
Achieving gaining understanding at a deep level.

INTRODUCTION
The events described in this paper constitute an unfortunate
series of interactions among geology, groundwater and human
activities that took place in the Hershey Valley, Pennsylvania.
These occurrences were recounted by R. M. Foose in two
papers (1953 and 1969), and this paper borrows heavily from
Foose’s descriptions and interpretations. While the paper is
presented in honor of the conference honoree, Professor J. K.
Mitchell, it is also offered as a tribute to Professor R. M.
(Pete) Foose, late professor of geology at Amherst College.
One of the new contributions of this paper is the superposition
of hydrologic and geologic data in map form, a relation
implicit in Foose (1953, 1969), but never actualized. The other
main contribution is the presentation of the case study as a
vehicle for teaching/learning via in-line questions that guide
the student - it is hoped –to fresh insights relevant to
geotechnical engineering and civil engineering in general. It
must be emphasized that many of these insights do not come
through cursory acquaintance with the material, but only
through hand-on involvement in sorting out and understanding
the facts of the case study.
The Hershey Valley comprises approximately 40 square miles
9 miles east of Harrisburg PA and 7 miles west of Lebanon
PA. The valley extends into both Dauphin and Lebanon
counties, Pennsylvania (Figs. 1, 2. ). Events both geological
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Fig. 1. (a) Location of Hershey Valley, Pennsylvania (from
Google Earth ); (b) Carbonate bedrock distribution (pink)
and major population centers (black) in central and eastern
Pennsylvania (from Kochanov, 1999).
Explain the curved elongated features in Fig. 1 (a,b).
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of groundwater pumping wells declined markedly. These
phenomena occurred in an area roughly bounded by the town
of Hummelstown to the west and by Palmyria to the east.
Why is it a good idea to look at historical maps when
conducting geotechnical investigations?
What symbol on a topographic map identifies a
sinkhole or depression in the ground? What symbol
identifies quarries?
Look at the two topography maps provided from
1892 and 1956. What differences do you observe?
Which of these differences are most relevant to
understanding present day conditions?
What geologic processes led to the features in Fig. 3
GEOLOGIC AND PHYSIOGRAPHIC SETTING
Hershey Valley is bounded to the north and south by low
irregular hills rising some 200 feet above the valley floor
(Foose, 1953). The valley is primarily comprised of limestone,
which generally strikes N70oE and has average dips of 45o to
65oSE. (Fig. 4) The limestone is steeply overturned to the
southeast (Foose, 1953)
Explain the meaning of ‘stratigraphically overturned.”

Fig. 2. Comparison of the USGS topographic maps of the
Hershey Valley from 1892 and 1956.
and hydrological, instigated by human actions, form the basis
of this case study, which occurred during the 1940’s and early
1950’s. This was a couple of decades after the Hershey
Chocolate Corporation established their factory in the fertile
Hershey valley to take advantage of the ready availability of
large supplies of fresh milk needed to produce chocolate. The
major industries in the late 1940’s included the Hershey
Chocolate Corporation and the Annville Mining Company.
Both of these industries pumped groundwater for their
operations: Hershey primarily used groundwater for cooling
chocolate-making operations, while for the underground
Annville Mine, pumping was a necessity for production.
Prior to 1949, groundwater use evidently had limited impact
on groundwater resources in the valley. During the year 1949,
the valley experienced a series of dramatic problems.
Hundreds of sinkholes developed in a short period of time
(Fig. 3), some of these undermining facilities at the Chocolate
Corporation; streams and springs dried up; and the production
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustrations of karst. (a) developed
solution channels along fractures (vertical) and bedding
planes (horizontal); (b) formation of sinks due to
suddent lowering of the water table; (c) possible effects
of mud-filled fractures (impermeable) on water table
(after Foose, 1969)
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Fig. 4: Composite geologic and groundwater map of the Hershey Valley, with descriptions of geologic formations.
Groundwater conditions are those of 1948. Adapted from Foose (1953, 1969) the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation
and Natural Resources GIS Geological Map, and the 1980 Geologic Map of Pennsylvania.
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KARST
Karst conditions commonly occur in terrain underlain by
carbonate rocks. Kochanov (1999) offers an analogy with a
system of subterranean pipes: over geologic time dissolved
rocks create pipes for water, and soil carried by water, to flow
through. Sinkholes are created when soils on the surface are
transported down through these pipes via the process of
piping (Fig. 3).
As described by Foose (1953), the valley limestones were
differentially weathered and dissolved by percolating groundwater; and in general the purer limestones have many more
solution openings than dolomites. Solution channels have
been developed chiefly along the bedding and cross joints in
the limestones, and are naturally larger and more numerous at
the surface. Prominent sets of longitudinal joints and cross
joints were reported in the limestone. Solution of the
limestone has been greatest along the cross joints and the steep
south-dipping bedding, and to a lesser extent along the
longitudinal joints.
When groundwater is lowered, the total unit weight of the soil
above a given point in the ground is increased as buoyant
support is removed. Water provides support for the soil
structure. When water is removed the soil structure looses it’s
support and is susceptible to collapse. The increased weight
can cause consolidation of the soil. When groundwater in an
area is lowered quickly, sinkholes can collapse suddenly
creating a depression with steep sides.
According to Foose (1953), generally, the purer limestones in
the Hershey valley tended to have many more solution
openings than the dolomites. Cavities and openings have been
developed chiefly along the bedding and cross joints in the
limestones and are naturally larger and more numerous near
the surface. A 10-foot zone along the contact of the hanging
wall of the overturned Annville limestone and the overlying
dolomite is exceedingly permeable.
Why do rocks with a higher percentage of calcium
carbonate tend to form more sink holes?
Which formations in Fig. 4 are susceptible to the
formation of sinkholes?
What are some methods for identifying sinkholes?
Look at some websites such as Terraserver-USA and
Google Earth. Locate the Hershey valley. Can you
find evidence of sinkholes on any maps or images of
the area?

Grouting Holes

Annville Mine
Shaft
Quarry Floor
June 1964
Oct 1948,
May 1950

Cavernous
layer at
contact
Nov 1949
Breakthrough
1946

100 ft

Fig. 5. Cross section of Annville mine and quarry, viewed
towards the northeast. The stratigraphic section here is
overturned, so that the Annville Limestone overlies
younger rocks (to the left of the cross section). Water
levels in the mine at various times are shown. Also shown
is the location of a significant water breakthrough into the
mine that occurred in 1946. Finally, grouting holes used
for subsequent remediation are also shown. Adapted from
Foose (1969)
using blasting. The mine operates at a level well below the
groundwater table. In order to keep the mine operable, it
must continuously pump groundwater and surface water that
accumulates in the pit and in the underground mine. Foose
(1969) reports that in 1946 a blast in the hanging wall of the
Annville mine exposed a 6” wide solution channel about 275
feet below the surface, out of which poured 8,000 to 10,00
gpm, flooding the mine in one day. As a consequence, Derry
Spring dried up in a day. In addition, water levels in two of
the wells of the Hershey Chocolate Corp. rapidly decreased.
Derry spring was restored after the opening in the mine was
sealed off with a large steel plate.
What is the “hanging wall?”
How does water get into the underground mine?
What was the source of the water that poured into the
mine from the hanging wall in 1946?
What can you infer about the hydraulic connection
between Annville mine and Derry Spring

SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER
QUARRY OPERATIONS
The Annville mine was extracting the high calcium limestone
found in the Annville Formation. The mining operation is an
open pit quarry combined with a deep mining operation (Fig.
5). Deep (underground) mining was economic because of the
high purity of the Annville Limestone, which is extracted
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Surface water is a contributing component of the
groundwater. Fig. 6 shows precipication in Harrisburg, PA (a
city close to the Hershey Valley) for a decade up to and
including 1949. In order to make inferences about the role of
rainfall in the events at the chocolate factory, it will be helpful
to tabulate the rainfall data in 6-month units.
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1949

1948

1947

1946

1945

1944

1943

1942

1941

1940

per minute. Approximately 200 residential wells were located
in the Hershey Valley by 1953. The Hershey Chocolate
Corporation drilled 12 wells between 1926 and 1948. The
yields from these wells ranged from 200 to 1200 gallons per
minute (Foose, 1953).

Jan.
to
Jun.
Jul.
to
Dec.

Fig. 6 shows monthly rainfall for the ten years up
to and including 1949. Use Fig. 6 to estimate semiannual rainfall for 1940-1949 and fill in the table
above.
Graph the rainfall during January – June for each
year from 1940 – 1949, and determine the mean
and standard deviation of this data set. By how
many standard deviations does rainfall during Jan –
June 1949 differ from the mean? Is the 1949 JanJun rainfall significantly different from the
preceding 9 years?

Fig. 6. Precipitation data at Harrisburg PA, 14 miles
west of Hershey, for 10 years up to and including 1949.
The major stream in Hershey valley is Swatara Creek, which
flows towards the southwest. The main tributary to Swatera
Creek is Spring Creek, which flows to the northwest and
enters Swatera Creek between the towns of Hummelstown and
Hershey.
There are many springs in the Hershey Valley. A particularly
large spring, Derry Spring, was located east of the Hershey
Chocolate Corporation Plant and was the source of several
large ponds near the factory. Derry Spring is located on
Annville limestone (Foose 1953). From the 1800’s through
the mid 1900’s, farmers used springs within the valley as their
only water supply. From the early 1900’s to the 1950’s,
Hershey Chocolate factory used Derry Spring as a source of
water.

Why did some wells drilled by Hershey have zero
yield? What does this tell about the characteristics
of the underlying rock formation?
Several wells that initially had a smaller yield
produced very muddy water and when pumped
hard and ong the well produced clear water and a
high yield. Explain.
In several wells, the groundwater stood several feet
above the regional water table. Explain how this is
possible.
What conditions must exist for the occurrence of a
large spring such as Derry spring?
Beginning May 1949, wells went dry throughout
the valley and Spring Creek dried up. Could this
be due to drought?
Why didn’t Swatara Creek dry up at this time?

By 1949, many wells were drilled in the valley on farms and
residential home properties. These wells ranged from 50 to
400 feet in depth and had an average yield of 10 to 30 gallons
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CONES OF DEPRESSION

INCREASED PUMPING

A locally depressed water table - a cone of depression - occurs
around any major source of pumping. As the pumping
increases, the size of the cone of depression increases.
Theoretically, in an isotropic soil, the cone of depression
would display circular symmetry; it’s radius would extend a
uniform distance from the pumping source in every direction.
However, this is not the case if the ground being pumped is
not isotropic in terms of its hydraulic properties. Water takes
the path of least resistance, and in rock formations the path of
least resistance is commonly in the form of fractures and
bedding planes.

In May 1949 the Annville Stone Co. implemented a new
pumping program in preparation for mining at deeper levels.
In addition to extracting water from a deeper level (about 340
feet below the surface), this new pumping program involved
nearly doubling the rate of groundwater withdrawal from 3500
gpm to 6500 gpm. Shortly after the new pumping program at
the Annville mine had been put into effect, the following
events took place: Foose, 1953, 1969)

A distinctive cone of depression centered on the Annville
Stone Co. mine is evident on Fig.4. According to Foose
(1969), the groundwater levels represented in Fig. 4 can be
taken as “normal” groundwater conditions, as they existed in
the Hershey valley in 1948. The water table contours show a
strong effect from pumping the Annville mine, but these
conditions had been in effect for many years at that time.
Groundwater conditions were relatively stable, and the springs
along Spring Creek and elsewhere in the Hershey valley which
had provided water to area farms for more than a century
were evidently not disturbed by pumping associated with
either the mining or quarrying operations or by the extraction
of groundwater for operations at the Hershey plant. The
Hershey corporation wells, dating back to 1926, had a constant
yield through both the wet and dry seasons and apparently did
not affect other wells or springs in the valley in any way
(Foose, 1969).

•
•
•

•
•

Nearby wells went dry
Water levels in other wells declined at a fast rate
(including those of the Hershey Corp.)
Derry spring went dry
Spring Creek went dry
Irrigation water became unavailable, leading to crop
damage

Responses of two wells in the last few months of 1949 and the
beginning of 1950 are shown in Fig. 7.

Is the cone of depression from the Annville mine
isotropic or anisotropic?
Why are the cones of depression elongated in an NNE, S-SW direction?
If the pumping form the Annville mine caused a
large cone of depression, why doesn’t the cone of
depression extend very far north of the quarry?
The water table contours on the map are elongated
along the valley. This elongation is due to (choose
one and explain):
•

Greater permeability along strike

•

Greater permeability perpendicular to
strike

Why is it important to know about the groundwater
and geological features and locations of other
groundwater consumers during pumping activities
such as temporary pumping for construction
dewatering?
Why would a resident not experience any ground
water issues if the house was located very close to,
but north of the Annville Stone Company?
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Fig. 7: Well readings from Well #225 and #415 (see Fig. 4
for locations)
Fig. 7 shows the well readings from Well #225 and
#415 during the time that Annville Stone Co.
significantly increased pumping rates. What do you
notice about the response of well #255 as compared to
well #415? Can you explain why the response is
different?
DEVELOPMENT OF SINKHOLES
Within two months of the initiation of Annville Stone
Company’s new pumping program, sinkholes ranging from 1
ft to 20 ft in diameter and 1 to 10 ft depth were observed
(Foose, 1969). These newly formed sinkholes had steep sides,
in contrast to older sink holes in the area, which tended to
form as gentle depressions with sloping sides and a funnel
shape. New sinkholes formed with great rapidity, and in some
cases presented a hazard to life and property. In one instance
(Foose, 1969) a sinkhole formed under the abutment of a
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highway bridge, which had to be reinforced to prevent
collapse of the foundation.
Of the hundreds of new sinkholes that formed, Foose (1969)
indicates that a half a dozen were located in Spring Creek.
These sinkholes changed the flow within in the lower course
of Spring Creek, and by September 1949, the entire lower
course of Spring Creek, extending to the Chocolate
Corporation plant had dried up. In one area, Foose (1969)
reports that the water within Spring Creek disappeared into a
sinkhole 7 ft in diameter and 6 ft deep. As Foose (1969)
described the situation, “bedrock was exposed at the bottom of
the hole showing a vertical fracture widened by solution. Into
the hole poured all the remaining water of Spring Creek.”
The pond near Derry spring that was used by Hershey as a
spray pond for cooling water was affected. As Foose, (1969)
describes it, “during early November1949, the water level of
the spray pond became very low because the water flowed in a
reverse direction (upstream) along the dried up channel of
Spring Creek and sank into small sink holes in the channel.
To prevent this a cofferdam was built at the eastern end of the
pond on November 10.”
Clearly, operations at the Hershey Chocolate Corporation had
been severely impacted by the change in groundwater regime.
Structures at the plant were at risk of being undermined,
transportation routed around the plant were at risk of being
compromised, and the supply of cooling water was threatened.
In addition, farmers, home-owners and other consumers of
groundwater were under duress from the shortage of water.
Clearly something had to be done.
What are the potential hazards from sinkholes opening
up in developed areas?
Why were there very few sinkholes opening up prior to
1949 and then many sinkholes were documented
during 1949?
GROUNDWATER STUDIES
A series of groundwater studies was carried out in order to
gain a better understanding of the movement of subsurface
water in the valley. Previously, following the 1946 flooding of
the Annville mine due to exposing a highly conductive
solution channel during blasting, an extensive survey of
almost every well and spring in the valley had been conducted.
As part of that survey, well owners were asked to respond the
following questions (Foose, 1969), based on which about 100
wells were selected for further study
QUESTIONS
1. Location of the residence?
2. Well present?
3. Do neighbors have wells?
4. Are wells dug or drilled?
5. Name and address of the well driller?
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Depth of well in feet?
Diameter of the well?
Is the well cased?
Depth of casing in feet?
Normal water level (feet below collar)?
Yield in gpm.?
Depth of intake?
Has level fluctuated?
Was well ever dry?
Was there a drought when dry?
Was the water from well ever muddy?
Was water from well ever discolored?
Did water ever taste strange
Any unusual behavior
Is the well accessible
Consent to observe and measure well?

More specific information, would require a series of well tests.
Fluorescein dye was injected into various wells (“injection
wells”) and its arrival at observation wells (“pumping wells”)
noted. According to Foose (1969) , these tests established that
most wells and springs are interconnected, though not always
by highly conductive hydraulic pathways. Based on the tests,
the following conclusions were arrived at.
1.

2.

3.

4.

The water table had a regional gradient sloping
toward the Annville Stone Company (as was already
known)
Groundwater was observed to move essentially from
the Hershey Chocolate Corporation to the Annville
Stone Company mine in between 40 and 48 hours.
The easiest movement of groundwater, at least within
the Hershey cone of depression, is along cross joints,
and secondarily along bedding.
As groundwater was lowered throughout much of the
valley, many of the mud “seals” in cavities along
joint planes and bedding were flushed out, increasing
the ease and speed of groundwater movement along
them.

FIXING THE PROBLEM: GROUNDWATER RECHARGE
The water table in the Hershey Valley was falling rapidly
during September and early October 1949, directly affecting
farmers and other groundwater consumers. Sinkholes were
developing over an area of rapidly increasing size. Structures
and operations at the Hershey plant were at increasing risk. To
bring these processes under control, a program of groundwater
recharge was implemented.
Beginning at noon December 12, 1949, about 3500 gpm of
low-temperature water was charged to the old pond next to the
dried-up Derry Spring, about 1000 feet east of the Hershey
Corporation buildings. This water came from various sources;
a significant amount had already been used for cooling
purposes, some from Swatara Creek, some from an
abandoned quarry, and some was piped from the Annville
mine. Soon thereafter, the rate of recharge to the ground was
increased to 8000 to 10,000 gpm in an effort to raise, or at
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least stabilize, ground-water levels in the affected area.
According to Foose (1969), the results were almost
immediately beneficial. The resulting rise of the ground-water
table was observed in wells throughout the entire valley.
These results demonstrated that recharged waters moved
outward in many directions, even though the steep regional
gradient on the groundwater table sloped towards the Annville
Stone Company. Undoubtedly there was a local “hump” on
the ground-water table at the recharge point, which partly
explains how the water would move opposite to the regional
gradient. This was the beginning of a general program for
recharging low-temperature, noncontaminated waters to the
ground

The story has a happy ending. As described by Foose (1969),
“The success of this action, in addition to the recharge
program, was demonstrated by a return to nearly normal
conditions throughout the Hershey Valley beginning in late
March 1950. Springs began to flow again. Water levels rose
in wells that could once more be pumped. Spring Creek began
to flow again. Sink holes no longer developed. The watertable map of May 1950 showed separate areas of ground-water
depression around the Chocolate Corporation and the Stone
Company mine once again. They were similar in size, shape,
and location to those outlined in October 1948 (Fig. 4). The
pumping costs of the mine were greatly reduced; the savings
were sufficient to offset the cost of grouting within a short
period.”

Explain how recharged groundwater can move in
opposition to the regional groundwater gradient.
What two general methods were used to restore
groundwater conditions in the Hershey valley?
LITIGATION
In early 1950, the Annville Stone Company sought an
injunction against the Hershey Chocolate Corporation,
enjoining them to cease recharging water to the ground
(Foose, 1969). The program of ground-water recharge was
successfully defended, finally before the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. In the defense by Hershey
Chocolate Corporation, the extensive geologic data were
presented and provided the major basis for decision. The suit
against the Hershey Chocolate Corporation was withdrawn by
the Annville Stone Company in May 1950.
What grievance would the Annville Stone Co. have
against the Hershey Chocolate Corporation? Why did
they seek this injunction?
What would be the basis of a defense against such a
lawsuit. How would you argue the case to win if you
were representing Hershey Chocolate Corporation?

GROUTING PROGRAM
On the basis of the extensive geologic knowledge accumulated
by Hershey Chocolate Corporation, Hershey strongly urged
Annville Stone Co. in 1949 to undertake a grouting program at
their mine, but Annville refused. In 1950, however, they
reconsidered, and to reduce the burden of increasingly heavy
pumping demands, which had risen from 6500 gpm to more
than 8000 gpm, the Annville Stone Company engaged in a
program of grouting in February and March 1950 to seal off
the openings into their mine that permitted entry of water. The
1950 program involved grout holes in a pattern that penetrated
the cavernous contact zone between the dolomite in the
hanging wall and the uppermost part of the high-calcium
Annville Limestone. The general arrangement of grout holes is
shown in Fig. 5.
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What would be the justification for using each of
these approaches?
Are these remediation techniques environmentally
responsible? Do you think they would be permitted
under present-day environmental regulations?
Can you see any alternative solutions to the problem?
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